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Technology and Mental Wellness

Technology and Mental
Wellness
A Tech Talk (in three acts)

•

Act 1 – The Pros 11:00am - 11:20am

•

Act 2 – The Cons 2:00pm - 2:30pm

•

Act 3 – The Future 4:00pm - 4:30pm

By Merlyn Horton
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Digital Addiction by Design

Act 2 – The Cons
•

Issues created by Technology

•

Cons of Mental Health Apps
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No longer an attention economy, but
an addiction economy.
•

Apps are designed by experts

Marketing, research and information
companies want our eyes and our
time devoted to what they create

•

People designing games include behavioural
psychologists and neuroscientists

•

Focus on manipulating behaviour not
therapeutic or social good
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“Stickiness” of digital apps and games
•
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“Stickiness” of digital apps and games

Zukerburg - 2002 “How do we consume as
much of your time and conscious attention as
possible?”
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•

Software engineers then layer each new pop-up, message
or notification with positive reinforcement

•

Also called ‘clickbait’ or ‘juice’ - something ‘novel’

•

Our reptilian brains are wired so we HAVE to look!

•

Then a quick reward! A ’Like’, sexual image, buy a new
thing, get gossip or funny video

•

Dopamine is released, reward centres of the brain light up.
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Tristan Harris at TED 2017

Susceptible Brains

•

How a handful of tech companies control
billions of minds every day

Rewards delivered at carefully chosen intervals
encouraging engagement
2:58 mins
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•

Tristan Harris,three years as a Design Ethicist
at Google, now primary at HumanTech

•

product designers play your psychological
vulnerabilities (consciously and unconsciously)
against you in the race to grab your attention
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•

The average person checks their phone 150
times a day. Why do we do this? Are we
making 150 conscious choices?

•

intermittent variable rewards.

•

Addictiveness is maximized when the rate of
reward is most variable.
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•

But here’s the unfortunate truth — several billion people have a
slot machine their pocket:

•

When we pull our phone out of our pocket, we’re playing a slot
machine to see what notifications we got.

•

When we pull to refresh our email, to see what new email we
got.

•

When we swipe down our finger to scroll the Instagram
feed, to see what photo comes next.

•

When we swipe faces left/right on dating apps like Tinder, to
see if we got a match.

•

When we tap the # of notifications, to what’s underneath.

0-8 year olds average amount of time
on mobile devices per day
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Social-emotional Development
•

Social-emotional development

Socio-emotional development is the
development of a child's experience,
expression, management of emotions, and
ability to create relationships.
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•

“There are over two hundred peer reviewed
studies that correlate excessive screen usage
to everything from ADD/ADHD effects, anxiety,
depression and even psychotic like symptoms,”

•

Other problems include trouble building social
skills, problem solving and mood swings
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Screen Dependency Disorder Is Real,
And It Damages Your Child's Brain
•

•

Focus and Concentration
•

A new study shows that young children got less
sleep and were less focussed if they spent an
excessive time with smart devices.

•

The study has shown that for every quarter of
an hour the child uses a smart device, they
lose an hour of sleep. Definitely, not good
returns on investment.”

•

Continuous partial
attention is not effective
for learning or for life
Diffused focus means
shallow focus
Analogue time cultivates
concentration skills and
brain development
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The ‘deconstruction” of ‘truth’
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Snakes Have Legs
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Social Media, Social Life: Teens
Reveal Their Experiences (2018)

Increased Communicating Online

Teens with smart phones 41% (2012) vs 89%
(2018)
• Teens who use social media multiple times
per day 34% (2012) vs 70% (2018)
•

In person communicating 49% (2012) vs 32%
(2018)
• Social media use 7% (2012) vs 16% (2018)
• Video chatting use 2% (2012) vs 10% (2018)
•
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Media Interruptions
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Struggling Teens….

57% agree social media interrupts homework
54% agree social media interrupts f-2-f time (42% in
2012)
• 29% of teen smartphone users woken up at night by
call, text or notification
• 42% agree social media reduces f-2-f time (34% in
2012)
•
•
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CSM - Social Media, Social Life; SOCIAL MEDIA
AND MENTAL HEALTH: RISKS AND REWARDS
•

When we look at how social media behaviors correlate to mental health symptoms,
we see that more time spent using social media is tied to an increase in mental
health symptoms.

•

Eighth-graders who spend 10 or more hours a week on social media are 56%
more likely to report being unhappy than those who spend less time.

•

We also see that higher emotional investment in social media is strongly
correlated with higher levels of anxiety.

•

It remains unclear whether social media is causing negative outcomes or whether
children with mental health issues are turning to social media to soothe their
symptoms.

•

It is troubling that youth at the highest risk are the ones who care the most about
social networking and online communities. These are the children who can be the
most negatively affected by cyberbullying and who can become distraught over the
expectations built into curating their online selves.

•

But they are also the kids who benefit from finding communities to embrace
them, from being able to interact freely and practice social skills in a safe space
online.

•

Technology Addiction; concern, controversy, and
finding balance; Common Sense Media, MAY 2016
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Gaming Disorder - WHO
•
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WHO - Gaming Disorder

Gaming addiction classified as disorder by
WHO - BBC News

1:21 mins
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•

Game Quitters is the largest support community
for video game addiction. If you're ready to quit
playing video games, you're in the right place.
Join today!
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Great Porn Experiment - Gary Wilson

•

The fact is, a struggle with porn can affect
anyone of any age. According to one expert,
porn addiction is even affecting children as
young as eight.

4:08 mins
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Cognitive Displacement

•

The teen only admitted to his problem when he found
out he could not get aroused without Viagra, after
stealing hundreds of dollars from his parents to fund his
prescriptions. In the interview, he said:

•

“I feel I have no childhood now. It is ruined… Most
people think Viagra’s for middle-aged men, but you can
easily get it in schools now. Parents and kids really need
to know what’s going on. I wish I had never tried it.”

•

Smartphones displaces developing IRL skills
like driving, working, and experimenting with
social groups

•

Self harming behaviours, like cutting have
increased.
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Increasing Teen Concerns
•

Anxiety, mental health hospitalizations,
depressive symptoms and suicide
related factors go down until 2010
and then up after to present.

•

Students reporting sleep deficits
started to spike after 2012, as did not
spending in-person time and doing
things that are positive for mental
health,
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Increasing Teen Concerns
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Digital Self Harm

•

Screen time should be considered a modern-day risk factor
for depression and suicide.

•

"There is a concerning relationship between excessive
screen time and risk for death by suicide, depression,
suicidal ideation and suicidal attempts,”

•

Depression and suicide rates for teens between the ages of 13
and 18 increased dramatically since 2010, especially among
girls, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.

•

The study identifies excessive use of electronic devices as a
likely culprit.

•

Def: Digital self-harm is a form of self-aggression that involves anonymously
posting hurtful and sometimes verbally abusive remarks about one’s self
online.

•

Some of the online platforms used include forums as well as social media
websites. By creating entirely separate personas online, teenagers are
able to then post on their self-identified account different types of
hate-filled comments targeted at themselves from themselves.

•

About 6% of students have anonymously posted something online about
themselves that was mean. Males were significantly more likely to report
participation (7.1% compared to 5.3%).
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Digital Self Harm
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Cons of Mental Health Apps
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•

Effectiveness?

•

For whom and for what

•

Privacy

•

Guidance

•

Regulation

•

Overselling
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The Cons of Mental Health Apps

Research on Mental
Health and Technology

Effectiveness - Need for scientific evidence

•

Current Trends in App Development
•

Data Collection - data collection apps can gather data
without any help from the user. Receiving information
from a large number of individuals at the same time
can increase researchers’ understanding of mental
health and help them develop better interventions.
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The Cons of Mental Health Apps

Cons of Mental Health Apps
•

For whom?

•

And for what? - understanding if apps work for all
people and for all mental health conditions.

•

Privacy and security - Apps deal with very sensitive
personal information so app makers need to be able
to guarantee privacy for app users.
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•

Guidance - There are no industry-wide standards to help
consumers know if an app or other mobile technology is proven
effective

•

Regulation - The question of who will or should regulate mental
health technology and the data it generates needs to be answered
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The Cons of Mental Health Apps
•

Technology and Mental Wellness

Overselling - There is some concern that if an app or
program promises more than it delivers, consumers
may turn away from other, more effective therapies
•
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I’ll be back for Act 3
•

The Future

•

4:00pm - 4:30pm
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